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INTRODUCTION


Single photocopies of unpublished writings in the Charlotte Coleman Burt Family Papers may be made for purposes of scholarly research.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Charlotte (Coleman) Burt

1904  October 1, born in Timpson, Texas, the daughter of Edwin Hawes and Margaret (Rodgers) Coleman

1907  Removed with her parents to Plainview, Texas

1911-  Received elementary and secondary education in the public schools of Plainview, Texas

1925  Graduated from Wayland Baptist College, Plainview, Texas

1925-  Attended Columbia University, New York City

1927  Graduated from New York School of Fine and Applied Arts, New York City

1927  Art Counselor at girls' camp, Well River, Vermont

1927-1929  Removed to Plainview, Texas and taught art in public schools

1929-1930  Resumed higher education at Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York City

1930-1936  Supervisor of Art in the Bacon City Schools, Bacon, New York

1936  July 15, married Ray P. Burt in Dandridge, Tennessee

1936-1959  Removed to Maywood, New Jersey and served as Art Supervisor for the Public Schools in Bogata, New Jersey

1959  Retired from teaching and removed to Knoxville, Tennessee

1987  Died in Knoxville, Tennessee
SCOPE AND CONTENT

The Charlotte Coleman Burt Papers, consisting of 1037 items, span the period 1863-1984, but is largely concentrated in the years 1935-1975. The collection is made up of certificates, clippings, correspondence, costume designing, currency, bank notes, etc., a diary, genealogical data, legal documents, memorabilia, military records, photographs and drawings, poetry, printed material, school records, writings and several miscellaneous records.

Correspondence, comprising over one half of the collection, is largely from the family of Charlotte Coleman Burt (1904-1987) and of a personal and family nature. The diary of Charlotte C. Burt, in typed narrative and amply illustrated with clippings and photographs, was apparently prepared with the thought that it might be published after Mrs. Burt's death. The last entry was made in January 1983. In the collection there is a substantial number of Mrs. Burt's drawings of historic and national folk costumes.

Genealogical data can be found on Robert Coleman (1658-1713) and his descendants who lived in Virginia, Mississippi, Texas and Tennessee. Military records are generally of the Civil War and consist of correspondence, orders, payroll, receipts, and a unit history of Company G, Seventh Tennessee Cavalry, C.S.A. Photographs and drawings are of the Coleman family, General Douglas MacArthur (1880-1964) and a drawing of a World War II vest.

The printed material is an issue of the Confederate Veteran for November 1924. Contained on page 432 is an obituary for Captain Charles Willis Tandy (1840-1924), the stepfather of Edwin Hawes Coleman, father of Mrs. Burt. Captain Tandy served with Company G, Seventh Tennessee Cavalry, C.S.A.

Included in the collection is a tribute from Edwin Hawes Coleman (1878-1963) to his life-long friend General Douglas MacArthur, in honor of General MacArthur's 69th birthday - There is also a group picture of Coleman and MacArthur.

June 28, 1990
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Microfilm Reel #1

Box 1
1. Certificates—N. S. DAR—Burt, Charlotte (Coleman), 1942 (copy)
2. Certificates—Teaching—Coleman, Ada
3. Clippings—Civil War—Tandy, Capt. C.W., et al
4. Clippings—Coleman family
5. Clippings—Costume designing
6. Correspondence—Becker-Bowden, Agnes Coleman
7. Correspondence—Bowden, Agnes Coleman
8. Correspondence—Bowden, Agnes Coleman
9. Correspondence—Bowden, Agnes Coleman
10. Correspondence—Bowden, Agnes Coleman-Boyle
11. Correspondence—Burt, Charlotte Coleman
12. Correspondence—Burt, Dayton-Burt, Roy
13. Correspondence—Burt, Roy
14. Correspondence—Burt, Roy
15. Correspondence—Burt, Roy

Box 2
1. Correspondence—Coleman, A.M.-Coleman, Edwin, Sr.
2. Correspondence—Coleman, Edwin, Sr.
3. Correspondence—Coleman, Edwin, Jr.
4. Correspondence—Coleman, Edwin, Jr.
5. Correspondence—Coleman, Edwin, Jr.
6. Correspondence—Coleman, Hawes-Coleman, Jeanie Patt Tatum
7. Correspondence—Coleman, Mamie Boddie-Coleman, Margaret
8. Correspondence—Coleman, Margaret
9. Correspondence—Coleman, Margaret
10. Correspondence—Coleman, Maragret
11. Correspondence—Coleman, Maragret-Sullivan
12. Correspondence—Tandy-Wescott
13. Correspondence—Miscellaneous-unidentified

Box 3
1. Costume Designing—Correspondence
2. Costume Designing—Drawings-Burt, Charlotte Coleman
3. Costume Designing—Notes-Burt, Charlotte Coleman
4. Currency, bank notes, etc.
5. Financial Documents—Letters of Credit—Coleman, E.T., 1903
6. Genealogical Data—Coleman family
8. Legal Documents—Deed—Coleman, E.P. to Ed T. Coleman, 1902 (copy)
9. Legal Documents—Deed—Coleman, Ed Hawes to R.H. Coleman, 1902 (copy)
10. Legal Documents—Deed—Hanna, L.D. to Timpson Coal and Coking Company
11. Legal Documents—Will—Coleman, E.P., 1902
12. Legal Documents—Will—Coleman, A.E., 1902
13. Letters of Reference—Coleman, Edwin Tandy, 1897-1907 (6)
15. Memorabilia-Misc.
16. Military Records—Correspondence-Aden, F.F., 1865
17. Military Records—Newsletter, USS Picaway, 1945
18. Military Records—Orders-Aden, F.F., 1864
20. Military Records—Receipts-Aden, F.F., 1865
21. Military Records—Unit History-Company G, Seventh Tennessee Cavalry, CSA (2)
22. Notes—Burt, Charlotte Coleman
23. Obituaries—Tandy, C.W.

Box 4
1. Photographs, drawings, etc.—Burt, Charlotte (Coleman), et al
2. Photographs, drawings, etc.—Coleman, Edwin Hawes Tandy
3. Photographs, drawings, etc.—Coleman, Edwin T. and General Douglas MacArthur
4. Photographs, drawings, etc.—Tandy, Charles Willis family (8)
5. Photographs, drawings, etc.—World War II Vest
6. Poetry—Miscellaneous
7. Printed Materials—Confederate Veteran, 1924
8. School Records—Report Cards—Coleman, Ed Tandy, 1897-1898
9. Testimonial—re Roy P. Burt
10. Testimonial—re Ada Coleman
11. Vendors Lien Note-Coleman, Edwin T. (2)

Microfilm Reel #2
12. Writings—Burt, Charlotte-"Born Into Christianity"
13. Writings—Coleman, Edwin T.-Honoring General Douglas MacArthur on his 69th birthday
14. Writings—Tandy, C.W.-"Civil War Account of Battle of Brices Crossroads"
15. Writings—Author unknown—Intemperance
16. Writings—Author unknown—"A Tennessee Victory: A Civil War Story"

**Volumes**
Diaries, memoirs, etc.—Burt, Charlotte (Coleman) 1904-1980
Genealogical Data—Coleman Family
NAME INDEX

This is a Name Index of correspondence in the Charlotte Coleman Burt Family Papers, together with the dates of the letters and information regarding their contents. The figures in parentheses denote the number of letters, if more than one. The last number refers to the box and folder in which the material is located.

Becker, Ruth Rodgers to Agnes Bowden and Charlotte Burt, 1958, re: sympathy on loss of mother; discusses her own physical problems; family news, 1-6
Bowden, Agnes Coleman (32) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1931-1949, re: marriage of Charlotte to Roy Burt in 1936; death of Grandma Tandy; Edwin Coleman receives a doctorate degree in dentistry; marriage of Edwin and Jeanne Patt Tatum in 1949, 1-6
Bowden, Agnes Coleman (52) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1950-1954, re: describes visit to London, Paris and Rome via liner Queen Elizabeth in 1950; Margaret's marriage in 1951; Agnes and Owen sail for Europe in 1952; birth of "Little Patt" in 1953; trip to Spain in 1953 on S.S. Independence; birth of Peggy's baby in 1953; mother has eye surgery; engagement of Mary Alice to Robert Payne; birth of Edward Tandy to Ed and Jeanie Patt in 1953, 1-7
Bowden, Agnes Coleman (56) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1955-1957, re: birth of baby girl to Mary Agnes and Bob; Margaret ("Peggy") gives birth to a baby boy, 1956, named Owen Bowden Conner; personal and family news, 1-8
Bowden, Agnes Coleman (29) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1957-1975, re: father has improved physically and mentally; vacationing in Mexico; ill with flu; problems with mother; has taken mother to Atlanta for a checkup; mother, a difficult patient; mother's death; describes the trip to Europe on board the Queen Elizabeth; sightseeing in London and Rome; vacationing in Acapulco; describes transit through the Panama Canal, 1-9
Bowden, Agnes Coleman to Roy Burt, 1958, re: describes debilitated condition of her mother, 1-10
Bowden, Agnes Coleman (17) to Margaret Coleman, 1935-1954, re: spending 38th birthday on St. Simon's Island; "World Peace" announced on her 43rd birthday; announcing engagement of Edwin Coleman, Jr. and Jeanie Patt Tatum; presented with a new Cadillac on her 47th birthday; en route to Europe in 1949-and again in 1950; describes visit to Rome, 1-10
Boyle, Avis to Agnes (Coleman) Bowden and Charlotte (Coleman) Burt, 1958, re: enjoying Colorado weather in July, 1-10
Burt, Charlotte Coleman (34) to Roy Burt, 1935-1956, re: Aris and Wylie's 53rd Anniversary; helped mother weed cemetery; described multi-millionaire who made money in oil; describes train ride from N.Y.C. to Knoxville during W.W.II; sale of parents' furnishings; illness of Charlotte's mother, 1-11
Burt, Charlotte Coleman to Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Coleman, Sr., 1953, re: appointment made with doctor re her mother's glaucoma condition; questions re glaucoma, 1-11
Burt, Charlotte Coleman to Edwin & Deanie Coleman, Jr., 1949, re: advice to the newly married couple, 1-11
Burt, Charlotte Coleman to Kate [Coleman], 1978, re: [copy] land donated to the Univ. of Tenn., as a memorial to Edwin Pope Coleman, Jr.; genealogical data, 1-11
Butt, Charlotte Coleman to Julia, Cornelia and Gertrude, 1984, re: [copy]; unable to attend Sunday School party due to illness; has completed Roy's genealogy papers for Rutgers University and New York Univ., and some manuscripts for the N.J. State Library; a recapitulation of her adult years; how she and Roy enjoyed their retirement years; the role of "Intercessory Prayer" in her life, 1-11
Burt, Dayton B. to Roy Burt, 1936, re: personal and family news, 1-12
Burt, Roy to Agnes and Owen Bowden, 1936, re: family news, 1-12
Burt, Roy (17) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1935-1936, re: personal news, 1-12
Burt, Roy (20) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1938-1950, re: personal news; discusses the problems re the administrative duties of a secondary school principal in the Saddle River Twp. Public Schools of Rochelle Park, NJ, 1-13
Burt, Roy (13) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1953-1957, re: personal news; administrative problems of a secondary school principal in the Saddle River Twp. Public Schools of Rochelle Park, NJ; gas war prices: 19.2-20.2 cents per gallon, 1-14
Burt, Roy (7) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1958, re: personal and family news, 1-15
Burt, Violet E. to Della 1953, re: personal and family news,1-15
Burt, Violet (2) to Charlotte Burt, 1963 & 1943, re: thanks for gifts; family news, 1-15
Coleman, A.M. to Margaret and Ed. Coleman, 1909 (?), re: personal and family news, 2-1
[Coleman, Ada] to [Hawes H. Coleman], 1882, re: receipt of letter; poor health; will soon take a vacation trip to Baltimore, Washington City and Annapolis; family news; has sold more than 500 bushels of cotton seed this spring; 2-1
Coleman, [Edwin] to Wm. & Ada [Coleman], 1877, re: discusses his troubles: forced into debt and sick while attempting to administer to others; area news; family news; expression of affection for his daughter, 2-1
Coleman, Edwin, Sr. (5) to Agnes Coleman Bowden, 1935-1955, re: personal and family news; passing of Grandmother; Edwin, Jr.'s return from military service, 2-1
Coleman, Edwin, Jr. (6) to Agnes Coleman Bowden, 1936-1946, re: has taken State Board exams; in the U.S. Navy at San Francisco practicing dentistry, 2-3
Coleman, Edwin, Jr. (74) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1935-1957, re: announcing that he has become an Ensign in the Naval Reserve; has passed the State Board exams; has received advanced notice to report to Great Lakes Naval Training Center; reports to naval base at San Francisco; an active duty in the Pacific; has received a "homemade" survival vest from Charlotte; return to San Francisco from wartime duty in S.W. Pacific; now stationed on board a ship at Leyte in the Philippines; has sailed for Hollandia, New Guinea; sent to New Orleans for discharge; plans for marriage; practicing dentistry in Knoxville, Tenn., 2-4
Coleman, Edwin, Jr. (50) to Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Coleman, Sr., 1938-1955, re: describes his wartime visit to Hawaii and Eniwetok in the Marshall Islands; reports he was to Iwo Jima during the last phases of the battle; made a "shellback" when he crossed the equator in August 1945; how the end of World War II was celebrated; describes his arrival in Manila in Sept., 1945; goes to Hollandia, New Guinea and Manus Islands in October 1945; discharged from U.S. Navy; announcement of his engagement; practicing dentistry in Knoxville, 2-5

Coleman, Ed, Sr. (78) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1931-1957, re: making an auto trip to Atlanta, Ga., to visit daughter Agnes; mother having teeth extracted; going to Calif., with Aunt Clara; brother Edwin begins school at Texas Tech.; visit with Charlotte and Roy in NJ and then World's Fair in N.Y.C.; parents' 45th Wedding Anniversary; Edwin's order to report to Great Lakes Naval Base; Edwin, Jr.'s future marriage, to Jeannie Patt Tatum; Margaret's (Agnes' daughter) engagement to Tom Connor; Gen. MacArthur's name proposed for Republican nomination; Edwin, Jr., becomes President of Jaycees; parents move into an apartment in Knoxville; Edwin, Jr. and Jeannie have a baby girl; christening of "Little Patt;" engagement of Mary Agnes; mother's eye surgery; Mary Agnes expecting baby, 2-2

Coleman, Edwin, Sr. to Edwin Coleman, Jr., 1954, re: personal and family news; concern over hardships experienced by American boys in Korea, 2-2

Coleman, Hawes to Ada Coleman, 1879, re: wants her father to convey the Kentucky land to her, 2-6

Coleman, Hawes H. to Ed Hawes Coleman, 1879, re: recalls the death of Ed Hawes Coleman's father, Wm. H. Coleman; mentions the murder of two of his Negro servants by other Negroes in the last six months; believes they would be still alive if they had remained slaves; describes how William H. Coleman turned to law as a vocation, 2-6

Coleman, Jeannie Patt (Tatum) (10) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1952-1959 re: personal and family news; 2-6

Coleman, Mamie Boddie to Ada Tandy, 1901, re: digression upon a controversial family business matter involving land, 2-7

Coleman, Margaret (27) to Agnes (Coleman) Bowden, 1934-1954, re: personal and family news, 2-7

Coleman, Margaret (61) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1932-1952, re: Agnes' daughter has whopping cough; Charlotte's engagement to Roy Burt; Edwin's graduation from high school; her mother Kathryn dies; baby born to Ed and Jeanne Patt, 2-8

Coleman, Margaret (71) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1953-1955, re: mentions mineral water treatments taken at Mineral Wells, Texas; family news; advertising house for rent; description of baby boy of Jeanie Patt and Ed's; arrival of baby girl to Jeanie Patt and Ed; appreciation for checks sent; personal news; eye surgery; praying for healing through Oral Roberts, Evangelist, 2-10
Coleman, Margaret(36) to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1956-1958, re: health problems; has rented the cottage; reports that there were 30 cars stalled between Plainview and Amarillo due to a dust storm; discusses the TV program "Healing Water;" explains her faith in Oral Roberts; discusses the radio evangelist, Herbert Armstrong; misses her church life; appreciates watching Billy Graham on TV; in the hospital for tests; Margaret and Dave have sold home and brought a trailer-home while he goes to school and preaches, 2-10

Coleman, Margaret (5) to Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Coleman, Jr., 1954-1955, re: personal and family news, 2-11

Coleman, Wm. H. to Coleman, 1878, re: expressing his warm affection for his sister-in-law, 2-11

Coleman, Wm. H. to Ada Coleman, 1877, re: longs for a letter from his wife; discusses his legal work while away in Malvern (Arkansas); reminders to his wife on the management of the farm while he is away, 2-11

Coleman, Wm. H. to Mr. & Mrs. Coleman, 1878, re: expressing appreciation and happiness for having been married to their daughter for one year, 2-11

Coleman, Wm. H. to "Uncle William" [Harris], 1875, re: happy childhood reflections; wonders why his uncle does not write; urges that his uncle makes a visit to Arkansas; family news; practicing law; discussion of a criminal case in progress; description of Arkadelphia, 2-11

Conner, Peggy B., to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1980, re: tribute to the deceased Roy Burt, 2-11

Eloe, Louis R. to Ed Coleman, Sr., 1954, re: announcing that Mr. Coleman has been elected to the honorary position of Elder Emeritus of the First Christian Church of Plainview, Texas for life, 2-11

Frazer, Mary W. to Charlotte Burt; 1966, re: acknowledging receipt of the muster roll of C. G, 7th Tennessee Cavalry, C.S.A., 2-11


Green, Marguerite to [Charlotte C. Burt], 1938, re: personal and family news, 2-11

Hitchner, Sadie B. to Roy Burt, 1960, re: news of former schoolmates that attended Aldine School; personal and family news, 2-11

Lehman, Sally to Agnes Bowden, et al, 1958, re: sympathy on loss of mother [Margaret Coleman], 2-11

McClendon, Mrs. to [Charlotte Burt], 1958, re: sympathy on loss of mother, 2-11

Morabito, Leslie to Mrs. Charlotte C. Burt, 1984, re: visions of pre-deceased loved ones, 2-11

Oden, Ernest to Charlotte and Roy Burt, 1959, re: details on his wife's unexpected death, 2-11

Ogilvie, Lloyd John to Mrs. Roy Burt, 1984, re: tapes ordered, 2-11

Peale, Norman Vincent to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1984, re: thanks for recent letter, etchings of the Madonna and child and poem, 2-11

[Roberts, Oral] (2) to Charlotte Burt, n.d., re: an appeal to support the Oral Roberts Ministry, 2-11

Rodgers, Mrs. Ernest W. to [Charlotte and Roy Burt], [1958], re: sympathy on loss of Charlotte's mother, 2-11
Simpson, Laura to Mr. & Mrs. Roy Burt, n.d., re: personal news, 2-11
Sullivan, D. to E.T. Coleman, 1906, re: recommendation, 2-11
Tandy, Ada Coleman (5) to Edwin and Margaret Coleman, Sr., 1903-1909, re: urges her son to
    invest in the overalls business in Greensboro, N.C.; appreciation for Margaret's invitation to
    visit at Buena Vista; mentions a "brutal murder' which has occurred in Charlottesville;
    recommends that they invest their money in rentable land or townhouses; business matters;
    urges Ed to leave his money in real estate, 2-12
Tatum, Ruth to Charlotte Coleman Burt, 1953, re: birth of "little Patt" to Jeanie and Edwin, 2-12
Towery, Mary L. to Agnes Bowden, et al, 1958, re: personal news; sympathy on loss of
    mother, 2-12
Wescott, Kathleen & Bill to Charlotte Burt, n.d., re: personal and family news, 2-12